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A smart searchable legal and regulatory framework
The framework consists of all relevant EU
legislation and Dutch legislation, i.e. public
laws and regulations (e.g. GDPR), (intellectual)
property laws (including trade secret legislation)
and contract laws in relation to in-vehicle data

The framework is accompanied by a Thesaurus
that provides insights into the layered structure
of all the definitions as used in the framework
and how these definitions relate to each other

The framework also provides
insights in the interests that
individual actors or groups of
actors may have, such as safety,
privacy, security and fair competition
in relation to in-vehicle data

The framework was set up in close
collaboration with key
stakeholders, such as Automotive
Industry branch associations and the
Dutch government

The framework is accompanied by Use Cases
that demonstrate how parties with an interest in
in-vehicle data can use the framework to find the
answers to several questions with regard to
access to and the exchange of in-vehicle data

The framework has been validated
by an independent research
expert

The framework is built in a smart Excel
format through which parties can navigate to
find the specific legislation that is applicable to
them and are able to see how this relates to
other Automotive Industry actors in the
ecosystem, i.e. their rights and obligations

The framework may be obtained via
an open source license by all parties
with an interest in in-vehicle data
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An overview of applicable legislation for different actors
The Actor Profile View allows parties to find out which legislation is applicable to them, in what way this
has an impact on their interests and how this relates to other automotive industry actors in the ecosystem
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By selecting an actor from a drop-down menu and filtering one or more interests, the smart searchable
legal and regulatory framework will provide parties with an overview of all the applicable European and
Dutch legislation
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Comparing requirements of laws and regulations
The Side by Side Comparison View allows parties to compare a maximum of 4 different laws and
regulations in one, single overview
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By selecting multiple laws or regulations from the drop-down menu, the smart searchable legal and
regulatory framework will provide parties with an overview of the different requirements, rights and
obligations they must adhere to and which of their interests are impacted by the selected laws and
regulations
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Explaining the layered structure of the definitions
The Thesaurus provides insights into the layered structure of all the definitions as used in the legal and
regulatory framework and how the laws and regulations are related to in-vehicle data
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Significance for all parties with an interest in in-vehicle data

The legal and regulatory framework
and thesaurus can be used to:

Learn more about the smart searchable
legal and regulatory framework on invehicle data by visiting our website.

Navigate the EU and NL
legal landscape with
relevant laws and
regulations in relation to
in-vehicle data

Please fill in the contact form to receive
updates on the availability of the
framework and pre-register to obtain the
framework.

Refer to as a “central point
of truth”

Or reach out to:

Determine one’s strategic
(legal) position

Peter Kits | Partner
pkits@deloitte.nl

Stimulate collaborations

+ 31 88 288 7370

Engage in IoT projects
Myrthe van Dam | Manager

Set up new ecosystems

myvandam@deloitte.nl
+31 88 288 0778

Facilitate qualitative
discussions with regard to
access to and the
exchange of in-vehicle
data

Nathalie Niessen | Consultant
nniessen@deloitte.nl
+31 88 288 0817
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